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hoplomachia of the 11th century 

 

 

By George E.Georgas , fencing coach and historical fencing instructor 

 

With this article I have to introduce our new member of the Academy of Historical 

European Martial Arts ‘Leontes’ as historical researcher, Mr. Foteinos Staveris who is 

student of archeology at the University of History and Archeology of Ioannina. I have to 

thank the Byzantine and Ecclesiastical Museum of Kefallinia for sharing to our Academy 

the copy of Scylitze ‘s book of 11th century ‘Sinopsis Historiarum’ for the purpose of 

studding. The Greek version of this  essay added at the archives of the Byzantine and 

Ecclesiastical Museum of Kefallinia.  

 

John Scylitze was a Greek historian of the 11th century. He has the title of kouropalates 

of the imperial palace. This title was one of the highest from the time of Justinian the 

Great until the Komninian dynasty. The title means he who is in charge in the imperial 

palace. Also Scylitze was former Magnus Droungarios of the Vigla. Droungarios was a 

military rank of late Roman and Byzantine Empire and signifying the commander of the 

Droungos formation. The Droungarios of the Vigla or The Droungarios of the Watch, 

means the commander of the elite Vigla regiment. The Vigla regiment was responsible 

for guarding the emperor’s campaign. So as we understand except of politician and 

historian, Scylitze was also a man trained in weapons of his age.  

 

                                  
                       The cover of ‘Sinopsis Historiarum’ of John Scylitze 

 

He wrote the ‘Sinopsis Historiarum’ which cover the reigns of Byzantine emperors from 

811 until 1057. The book is very famous and also called Madrid Scylitzes (because the 



original book is at the Biblioteca Nacional de España in Madrid. It features 574 

miniatures, but over 100 have been lost, and it is the only surviving Byzantine 

illuminated chronicle in Greek, providing an invaluable primary source for the 

visualization of contemporary Byzantium. Also give magnificent information about the 

Byzantine military.  

 

Looking at this pictures who give us details about the imperial soldiers, it give also 

extraordinary details about the guards and stances of the Byzantine hoplomachia. 

 

                  
                                                          Picture1 

 

                 
                                                          Picture 2 



                                 
                                                           Picture 3 

                                    
                                                           Picture 4       

 

At the picture 1, the warriors are holding spathion type of swords with small round 

shields (probably bucklers), and all of them have the Ochs guard with German 

terminology (picture 2),from the other hand their position  is similar also with what   

Giovanni dall’Agocchie di Bologna gives at his book Three Books on the Art of Defense 

and he was calling ‘Becca possa’ namely ‘Strong  guard’ (picture 3) . Both descriptions 

http://wiktenauer.com/wiki/Giovanni_dall%27Agocchie
http://wiktenauer.com/wiki/Dell%27Arte_di_Scrima_Libri_Tre_%28Giovanni_dall%27Agocchie%29


were later than the guards of the book of Skylitzis. The same guard we have it from 

earlier source from hermitage of St. Petrsburg.   Exhibit Νumber w20 (Picture 4). 

 

                  
                                                         Picture 5 

 

At picture 5 we have the same guard as the guard that the soldiers of picture 1 used, with 

the difference that the painter gives to us the position of soldiers’ feet.    The painter also 

gives to us the position for a left-handed warrior.  

 

                                     
                                                         Picture 6 



                                  
                                                          Picture 7 

                                   
                                                    Picture 8 

 

At picture 6, we have a Roman soldier to kill his opponent with hissword starting  from a 

similar guard such like the 2
nd

 ward that we got from MSI.33 (picture 7). But we have an 

older exhibit that gives to us this position. The exhibit is at the Metropolitan Museum of 

New York, exhibit Νο. 17.190.237 (picture 8, from the photo files of Mr. Timothy 

Dowson).  

 



                           
                                                          Picture 9 

 

At picture 9 it is obvious that the warriors have the 2
nd

 ward from MSI.33. 

 

                       
                                                         Picture 10 

 

At picture 10, all the soldiers are ready to fight with a specific type of swordsmanship. 

This type of swordsmanship was not used in the battlefield for obvious reasons, it cannot 

use in phalanx formation or shield walls, but from the other hand it was used in 

skirmishes, ambushes and duels. This type of swordsmanship where the soldiers use the 

sheath of their swords for defense or for offensive tactics, we met it in too many art 

objects of this period, at medieval manuscripts such as the Menologion of emperor Basil 

the second, but also in frescos and Orthodox Holy icons. This type of fight was popular in 

the area of East Mediterranean. Look at the detail that the warriors while holding the 

sheaths leather strip passing through their wrist to not lose their sheaths.    

 

 

 



                                                          
                                                                    Picture 11 

 

 

There is not fencing manual that give to us those positions clearly. However those guards 

are very obvious, the second soldier from the left he has a position that has similarities 

with the Guardia di testa (the guard of the head) which given  from Dall’Agocchie 

(picture 11). Dall’Agocchie wrote about this ‘Head's guard is when the armed arm is 

well straight to the right of the enemy's face and the sword is set obliquely, with the point 

to the left side; it's so called cause it protects the upside body's parts’. 

With other words for those who study the saber of classical and modern fencing it is the 

5
th

 guard or in older bibliography it is the 1
st
 guard of the head.  

 

 

                                 
                                          Picture 12 



 The other guards that the soldiers use on the picture 11 can easily interpret with the 

guard of Terza Guardia alta (Picture12) that was given from the Italian fencing master 

Angelo Viggiani dal Montone at  his book Lo Schermo d’Angelo Viggiani where 

published at 1575 ,  5 eons later than the book of Skylitzes.  

The pictures 13 and 14 we have executions that they are same as in the Menologion of 

emperor Basil the second.  

                                            

                                                           Picture 13 

                                            

                                                          Picture 14 

http://wiktenauer.com/wiki/Angelo_Viggiani_dal_Montone


 

                  

                                                                   Picture 15 

 

At picture 15 we can see a skirmish where the soldiers of both sides have various guards. 

The second warrior from the left have the Ochs, and his opponents have the Terza 

Guardia alta.  

                                               
                                                     Picture 16          

 



                                        
                                                             Picture 17 

 

 

                                         
                                                            Picture 18 



                                         
                                                             Picture 19 

 

At the pictures 16, 17, 18, and 19 we can observe soldiers that they   have small round 

shield or buckler under the armed hand that is ready to strike. With this shild position the 

soldiers protects the left part of their body. This ward we observe it in 4 illustrations from 

6 different soldiers. This ward was used with spathion and with paramerion. 

There is an older exhibit with other perspective (picture 20). The paint is based on the 

State Art Gallery, Dresden, and exhibit Νο 448 from the photo file of Mr. Timothy 

Dowson. 

                                     

                                                Picture 20 



Obviously is the 4
th

 ward from the MSI.33 (picture 21). 

                               

                                                  Picture 21 

                    

                                                              Picture 22 

At picture 22 we can observe the fall of Thessalonica from the Saracens. We can see the 

Saracens holding small shields and straight swords double edged and they have a mixture 

of guards’ positions. Some has Ochs and some Vom Tag.  

We see the same in picture 23 but here the soldiers holding scutaria. Also we can observe 

a fascinated scene. If you observe the scutatos (soldier who holding shield) with the blue 

dress, he is standing at the left part of the phalanx. All the other scutatoi have spears and 



scutaria but he is holding a sword with his left hand and his shield is at his right hand. We 

have observe the same and in other illustrations of this age and frescos as well. There are 

no evidences for what reason they had a left-handed soldier in the left place of the 

phalanx. 

                             

                                                      Picture 23 

At picture 24 we have ferocious charge of the Roman foot soldiers where they confound 

their enemies. We can se the phalanx formation and how they position their swords. 

                         

                                                           Picture 24 

We can see a charge here but without phalanx formation (picture25). 



                       

                                                        Picture 25 

At the pictures26 and 27 we can see another guard of the scutatoi. This guard is come 

from the ancient Romans tactics. It is the same as was given in Armatura. The thrust 

attacks were also in use in 11
th

 century. We get also the same conclusion and from the 

illustration that the soldiers using the Ochs guard. From the Ochs guard the most 

common attack is the thrust.  

                        

                                                         Picture 26 



                                           

                                                           Picture 27 

At the picture 28 we can see the ancient Roman guard that they used in Roman phalanx.  

                                             

                                                           Picture 28 

My opinion that the ways of fight where described at the fight manuals, it was more or 

less known from the soldiers of the empire.   When we had the first fencing schools in the 

west the empire were destroyed from the Ottomans and it was past in oblivion. However 

it was not random that most fight manuals written in the renaissance period. Thousands 

of Romioi (Greco-Romans) warriors went to the west with scholars and sages as refuges. 

Only the Venice had 20,000 stratioti in service. Many of this stratioti became knights that 

served the city statesof Italy, others the Holy Roman German  emperor, the king of 



France, the king of Spain and the king of England. So all of them they influence and 

shaped more or less the martial art of the west.  
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